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 INTRODUCTION  
 

Your monthly dispatch from the preference wars by Roland Gary Jones 

Esq., ―The Preference Guy‖. 

 

Trustees initiated more than 600 adversary proceedings nationwide in the 

last two months – March and April 2016. Most notable — 

. 

 161 clawback lawsuits initiated in the bankruptcy cases of Sports 

Authority Holdings, Inc. 

 109 preference actions were commenced in CWC Liquidation Inc. 

bankruptcy. 

 53 clawback lawsuits filed in the bankruptcy cases of TelexFree, 

LLC 

 

Rulings for March and April —.  

 

 A Bankruptcy Court held that Section 547(b) is a "no fault" 

provision; a creditor's knowledge, intent and state of mind are 

irrelevant in determining whether a transfer is avoidable under 

section 547(b).      

  

 The United States District Court for the District of Delaware held 

that only those services which are provided prior to the petition 

date should be included while calculating the new value defense.  

Pursuant to an order from the District Court remanding the case to 

the Bankruptcy Court, Judge Walrath revised a calculation of new 

value and reduced the Defendant’s new value defense. 

 

 A Bankruptcy Court held in favor of the Defendant because the 

Trustee’s complaint was devoid of particularized facts with respect 

to the nature and amount of each antecedent debt, the dates on which 

the transfers were made, and the identities of the transferors and the 

transferees. The Court stated that a trustee must identify 

preferential transfers with particularity to survive a motion to 

dismiss. 

       
Warm Regards,  

 

Roland  

 

Jones & Associates 

1745 Broadway, 17th Floor  

New York, New York 10019 

 

Tel:  877-869-3998 Ext. 701 

Fax: 212-202-4416 

www.rolandjones.com 

rgj@rolandjones.com  
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News 

 
 Trustee Continues to File Clawback Actions in Telexfree LLC 

Bankruptcy 

 Automatic Adjustment of Certain Dollar Amounts in the 

Bankruptcy Code and Official Bankruptcy Forms to Take Effect 

from April 1, 2016 

 Bankruptcy Clawback Lawsuits Over College Tuition Fees 

 Preference Action Initiated in LTC Holdings, Inc. 

 Setback for Madoff Victims as the Bankruptcy Court Knocks 

Down Defendant’s Value Argument to Retain Fictitious Profits. 

 SEC Indicts Oregon Firm of Running a Ponzi Scheme 

 Bankruptcy Court Negates Madoff Trustee's $220m Clawback 

Action For Lack of Investor's Actual Knowledge of Fraud 

 Preference Action Initiated in Plaza Healthcare  Centre  LLC 

Bankruptcy 

 Clawback Lawsuits on Cards for Sports Authority Holdings, Inc 

 

 

 

Opinions 
 

 Late Payments That Became Significantly Late During the 

Preference Period Resulted in Denial of Ordinary Course Defense 

 Delaware Court Holds That Range of Payments Triumphs Over 

Averages in Computing Ordinary Course    

 Illinois Court: It is for Trustee to Prove That Less Than 

Reasonably Equivalent Value was Provided 

 Intraday Overdrafts by Banks Do Not Give Rise to Antecedent 

Debt 

 Neither Intent Nor Motive of the Parties is Relevant Under § 

547(b) 

 Mere Fact That a Defendant is in Default Does Not Entitle the 

Plaintiff to a Default Judgment 

 AE Liquidation Opinion Narrows New Value Defense 

 Trustee Failed to Establish that Transfers were Made With Intent 

to Hinder, Delay or Defraud Creditors of  Debtor 

 Texas Supreme Court: Arm's-Length Transaction in Ordinary 

Course is Reasonably Equivalent Irrespective of a Ponzi Scheme 

 Factual Issues Precluded Judgment in Favor of the Defendant 

 Defendant’s Lien on a Vehicle was Avoidable as a Preferential 

Transfer  

 Inadequate Facts to Satisfy Insolvency Requirement Resulted 

Judgment in Favor of Defendant 

 Genuine Issue of Material Fact Precluded Judgment in Favor of 

Trustee 
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Recent Preference and Fraudulent Conveyance News 

 
 

Trustee Continues to File Clawback 

Actions in Telexfree LLC Bankruptcy 
 

April 1, 2016, Massachusetts - On April 13, 

2014, Debtors Telexfree, LLC and its 

affiliates filed voluntary petitions for relief 

under Chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code with 

the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the District of 

Nevada. Subsequently, the cases were 

transferred to the District of Massachusetts. 

Subsequently, on June 6, 2014, Stephen B. 

Darr was appointed as a Chapter 7 Trustee. 

  

As per the Order entered by the Court, the 

Debtors operated a massive Ponzi and 

pyramid scheme, which involved as many as 

1,900,000 participants from multiple countries 

under the guise of a ―multi-level marketing‖ 

company with its headquarters in Marlborough, 

Massachusetts. Although, the Debtors 

represented themselves as being in the business 

of selling telephone service plans that use voice 

over Internet (VoIP) technology, the sale of 

VoIP constituted only a minor portion of their 

business; the Debtors’ actual business was the 

recruitment of participants to carry out the sale 

of plans. 

 

Last month, the Trustee initiated about 45 

actions in the District of Massachusetts 

claiming that the defendants received more 

than they paid into Marlborough-based 

TelexFree between 2012 and 2014. The largest 

claim in the group is filed for recovery of claim 

amounts worth $747,973.55 and $106,416.35 

against ISG Telecomm Consultants, LLC and 

Advent Communications Corporation 

respectively. 

 

The Debtors bankruptcy cases are jointly 

administered under Case No. 14-40987. The 

cases are pending before the Honorable Judge 

Melvin S. Hoffman in the U.S. Bankruptcy 

 

 

 Preferential Transfers Must be Identified with Particularity to 

Survive a Motion to Dismiss 

 Trustee Established Presumption of Fraud under Section 

548(a)(1)(A) to Recover the Alleged Transfer as Fraudulent. 

 

Groups of Adversary 
Proceedings Filed by the 

Debtors - March 

Life Partners Holdings, Inc.

CWC Liquidation Inc.

Simplexity, LLC

Sports Authority Holdings, Inc.

Calumet Photographic, Inc.

Thornton & Co., Inc.

Plaza Healthcare Center LLC

Corona Care Convalescent
Corporation
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Court for the District of Massachusetts. The law 

firm of Murphy & King Professional 

Corporation is acting as lead bankruptcy counsel 

to TelexFree, LLC (D. Mass.) in the bankruptcy 

cases. 

 

Automatic Adjustment of Certain Dollar 

Amounts in the Bankruptcy Code and 

Official Bankruptcy Forms to Take 

Effect from April 1, 2016 
 

April 1, 2016, New York - Automatic 

adjustments to certain dollar amounts in the 

Bankruptcy Code and Official Bankruptcy 

Forms will now apply to cases filed on or 

after April 1, 2016. In the Bankruptcy Reform 

Act of 1994, Congress provided for the 

automatic adjustment of the dollar amounts at 

three-year intervals on the basis of the change in 

the Consumer Price Index. 

 

The revised dollar amounts will affect, among 

other matters:  the eligibility of a debtor to file 

under chapters 12 and 13 of the Bankruptcy 

Code; certain maximum values of property that 

a debtor may claim as exempt; the maximum 

amount of certain claims entitled to priority; the 

duration of a chapter 13 plan; where the trustee 

may commence certain proceedings to recover a 

money judgment or property; preference 

thresholds in non-consumer cases (11 U.S.C. 

547(c) (9)). Although the changes aren’t 

substantial, it is always a good idea to keep 

them in mind when assessing cases to be filed 

after April 1st, 2016. 

 

Bankruptcy Clawback Lawsuits Over 

College Tuition Fees 
  

April 20, 2016, Connecticut – Increasingly, 

many bankruptcy trustees are starting to sue 

universities in an effort to claw back tuition 

funds that had been paid years prior. According 

to the trustees, the parents (now filing for 

bankruptcy) should have put that money 

towards their growing debts, rather than towards 

the cost of rapidly increasing college tuition. 

 

One of such recent cases included Robert and 

Jean DeMauro of North Haven, who made 

tuition payments for their daughter to attend 

Johnson & Wales University. Subsequently, in 

December 2014, the couple filed for bankruptcy 

and the Trustee is now seeking to get $46,909 

back from the Rhode Island-based school, 

claiming tuition payments between 2011 and 

2013 were fraudulent transfers as the 

Debtors received less than reasonably 

equivalent value in exchange. The case is 

currently pending in U.S. Bankruptcy Court for 

District of Connecticut, New Haven, A.P. no. 

15-03011.  

  

Villanova University, Ithaca College and the 

New York Institute of Technology are some of 

the other schools that have been sued by the 

bankruptcy trustees. Tuition-recovery lawsuits 

are a new phenomenon. Historically, tuition 

payments were so small that a trustee wouldn’t 

waste time pursuing them. But as college costs 

rise, it appears, such lawsuits will also be 

increasing in the times to come. 

 

The claim against Johnson & Wales is slated 

to go to trial later this year in U.S. 

Bankruptcy Court in New Haven. 

 

Preference Action Initiated in LTC 

Holdings, Inc. 
 

April 26, 2016, Delaware – Last week, Alfred 

T. Giuliano, Chapter 7 Trustee for the jointly 

administered estates of Debtors LTC Holdings, 

Inc. et al, initiated about 53 adversary 

proceedings in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court 
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for the District of Delaware to avoid and 

recover transfers pursuant to 11 U.S.C. §§ 547 

and 550, and disallowance of claims pursuant to 

11 U.S.C. §§ 502(d) and 502(j). LTC Corp. 

Government Services Inc., doing business as 

Lakeshore TolTest, along with LTC Holdings 

and several other Lakeshore entities had filed 

for bankruptcy two years ago on May 2, 2014   

 

The Debtors were general construction 

contractors which, prior to the petition date, 

entered into numerous contracts and task orders 

with various agencies of the United States, 

municipal government agencies, commercial 

clients, oil and gas clients, and the United States 

Department of Defense, to provide certain 

goods and services including, construction 

services, environmental services and energy 

services.  

  

The largest case in the group is filed against RK 

Mechanical, Inc. for claim amount of 

$1,461,865.46. The Debtors’ bankruptcy cases 

are filed in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the 

District of Delaware, case no. 14-11111. Fox 

Rothschild LLP is representing the Debtors and 

Honorable Judge Christopher S. Sontchi is 

overseeing the Debtors’ bankruptcy cases 

 
 

Setback for Madoff Victims as the 

Bankruptcy Court Knocks Down  

Defendant’s Value Argument  to Retain 

the Fictitious Profit 

April 28, 2016, New York - U.S. Bankruptcy 

Judge Stuart Bernstein in New York said earlier 

last week that Andrew H. Cohen, a former 

trader in Madoff’s market-making business, 

should return $1.14 million he withdrew from 

his personal account in Madoff’s bogus 

investment advisory unit. As per the proposed 

findings of fact and conclusions of law signed 

by Judge Bernstein, Cohen deposited a total of 

$2,921,539 and withdrew a total of $4,065,000. 

Of the withdrawals, a total of $1,143,461 was 

withdrawn by Cohen in excess of the 

principal, representing fictitious profits, and 

all of these withdrawals took place within the 

two-year period prior to the filing date.  

Cohen argued against returning the money on 

the grounds that he received the cash for value 

on a debt Madoff owed. Cohen also argued that 

he is entitled to recover as direct and 

consequential damages the amount of 

$773,869.00 he paid in taxes on account of 

fictitious profits and $45,760.95 in legal fees 

and expenses he incurred defending claims 

brought against him as a result of Madoff’s 

fraud. However, Judge Bernstein rejected these 

arguments in post-trial findings on April 25, 

wherein the judge recommended that the 

District court enter a judgment in the Trustee’s 

favor. Judge Bernstein stated that ―even if the 

defendants had claims against BLMIS under 

state or federal law, the transfers from 

BLMIS exceeding the return of defendants’ 

principal were not made ‘for value’. 

The Court found that Cohen was a good faith 

transferee (he did not willfully blind himself to 

Madoff’s fraud) and his liability was limited to 

the fictitious profits he received within two 

years of the filing date. Accordingly, the 

Bankruptcy Court respectfully recommended 

that the District Court adopt the proposed 

findings of fact and conclusions of law, and 

enter a judgment in favor of the Trustee and 

against the defendant in the sum of $1,143,461. 

This conclusion may prove a setback for many 

Madoff investors, who were hoping to retain 

millions in fake profit from the Madoff’s Ponzi 

scheme. 
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The case is Securities Investor Protection Corp. v 

Andrew H. Cohen, 08-01789, U.S. Bankruptcy 

Court for the Southern District of New York 

(Manhattan). 

Preference Action Initiated in Plaza 

Healthcare  Centre  LLC 
 

March 3, 2016, California - On March 4, 2014 

and March 5, 2014, Plaza Healthcare Center 

LLC, along with other eighteen jointly 

administered affiliated entities commenced 

their bankruptcy cases by filing voluntary 

petitions for relief under Chapter 11 of the 

Bankruptcy Code. The Debtors were primarily 

engaged in the business of owning and 

operating skilled nursing facilities in southern 

California. Collectively, the Debtors owned and 

operated 18 skilled nursing facilities and one 

assisted living facility. 

 

Thirteen clawback actions have been initiated so 

far in the month of March to avoid and recover 

preferential transfers worth $5 million in the 

Debtors bankruptcy cases. The largest case in 

the group is Interface Rehab, Inc. for claim 

amount of $ 3.5 million.  

 

The Debtors’ bankruptcy cases are filed in the 

U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Central District 

of California. The case no, is 8:14-bk-11335-

CB. Levene, Neale, Bender, Yoo & Brill LLP is 

representing the Debtors and Honorable Judge 

Catherine E. Bauer is overseeing the Debtors’ 

bankruptcy cases 

 

SEC Indicts Oregon Firm of Running a 

Ponzi Scheme 
 

Oregon, March 10, 2016 - The U.S. Securities 

and Exchange Commission has recently sued an 

Oregon company and its top executives on 

accusations that they allegedly operated a $350 

million Ponzi scheme. In its complaint, filed on 

March 10, 2016 in the U.S. District Court for 

the District of Oregon, the SEC said that 

Aequitas group allegedly operated a scheme 

to defraud and misuse client assets in 

connection with investments offered through 

the Aequitas group of companies, founded by 

Robert J. Jesenik and based in Lake Oswego, 

Oregon.  

 

The SEC’s complaint alleged that CEO Robert 

Jesenik and Executive Vice President Brian 

Oliver Jesenik raised funds primarily by issuing 

promissory notes through Aequitas Commercial 

Finance, LLC (ACF), an entity wholly owned 

by Aequitas Holdings, LLC. The ACF notes 

were typically offered on one to four year terms 

with interest rates generally between 5 and 15 

percent. According to its financial records, ACF 

appeared to have been profitable from 2011 to 

2013. However, in May 2014, Corinthian 

Colleges, a for-profit education provider, whose 

receivables made up 75% of the receivables 

owned by ACF, defaulted on its obligations to 

ACF, intensifying the significant cash flow 

shortages of ACF and its parent, Aequitas 

Holdings. By July 2014, Jesenik and Oliver 

knew that redemptions and interest payments to 

prior investors were being paid primarily from 

new investor money in a Ponzi-like manner, and 

that very little investor money was being used to 

purchase trade receivables. 

 

The lawsuit allegedly seeks civil penalties 

against the executives and the relinquishment of 

illegal gains. The SEC named three top 

executives as defendants, Jesenik, Oliver, and 

former Chief Financial Officer and Chief 

Operating Officer, N. Scott Gillis, alleging 

that they used the vast majority of investor 

funds to repay prior investors and to pay the 

operating expenses of the Aequitas 

enterprise. 

 

The case is filed in the Portland Division of the 

U.S. District Court for the District of Oregon 

and assigned to Honorable Judge Paul Papak. 

The case no. is 3:16-cv-00438-PK. 
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Bankruptcy Court Negates Madoff 

Trustee's $220m Clawback Action For 

Lack of Investor's Actual Knowledge of 

Fraud  
 

March 14, 2016, New York - On March 14, 

2016, Judge Stuart Bernstein of the U.S. 

Bankruptcy Court dealt a severe blow to the 

efforts of Trustee Irving Picard to clawback 

over $220 million in transfers from Bernard L. 

Madoff Investment Securities (BLMIS) to 

investment vehicles that profited from Bernie 

Madoff’s Ponzi scheme.  

 

Judge Bernstein dismissed most of the claims 

brought by the Trustee against Legacy Capital 

Ltd, a British Virgin Islands-based investment 

vehicle and Khronos LLC, a provider of 

accounting and other services to Legacy. The 

Trustee’s complaint sought to avoid and 

recover approximately $213 million in initial 

transfers made to Legacy and approximately 

$6.6 million in subsequent transfers made to 

Khronos.   

 

The Trustee alleged eight counts under 

federal and New York State law. Counts one 

and two alleged actual and constructive fraud 

and sought to recover from Legacy transfers 

made within two years of the Madoff 

bankruptcy pursuant to Section 548 of the 

Bankruptcy Code. Counts three to six sought to 

recover from Legacy transfers made within six 

years of the Madoff bankruptcy for alleged 

actual and constructive fraudulent transfer under 

New York Law. Count seven sought to recover 

from Legacy transfers as undiscovered 

fraudulent transfers under New York law 

regardless of when they occurred. Count eight 

sought to recover from Khronos subsequent 

transfers from Legacy under Section 550 of the 

Bankruptcy code.  

Legacy moved to dismiss the complaint alleging 

that the Trustee’s claims were barred by the safe 

harbor of Bankruptcy Code § 546(e). Khronos 

moved to dismiss count eight, arguing that the 

Trustee had failed to plead actual knowledge. 

The Court granted Khronos’ motion to 

dismiss the Trustee’s complaint in its 

entirety, and also granted Legacy’s motion to 

dismiss except to part of the first count of the 

Trustee’s complaint, which sought to recover 

fictitious profits transferred to Legacy within 

two years of the BLMIS bankruptcy filing 

date.  

The case is In re: Bernard L. Madoff Investment 

Securities, Irving H. Picard, Trustee for the 

Liquidation of Bernard L. Madoff Investment 

Securities LLC v. Legacy Capital Ltd., No 08-

99000, Adv. Proc. No. 08-01789; Adv. P. No. 

10-05286.   

 

Preference Actions Update For Sports 

Authority Holdings, Inc. 
 

March 15, 2016, Delaware - On March 2, 2016 

Sports Authority Holdings and its seven 

affiliates (Debtors) commenced a voluntary 

case under chapter 11 of the Bankruptcy Code. 

Pursuant to sections 1107(a) and 1108 of the 

Bankruptcy Code, the Debtors continue to 

manage their financial affairs as debtors in 

possession.  

 

Debtors market and sell sporting goods and 

apparel to the general public, including without 

limitation active wear and outerwear for men, 

women, and children; seasonal accessories; 

recreational gear for a variety of outdoor 

activities such as camping, water sports, fishing, 

and hunting; gear for team sports including 

baseball, soccer, football, and basketball; gear 
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for indoor exercise and fitness activities, et al. 

So far, more than one hundred fifty (150) 

adversary proceedings have been initiated in 

the Debtors’ bankruptcy cases. 

 

The case is In re Sports Authority Holdings Inc., 

16-10527, U.S. Bankruptcy Court, District of 

Delaware. Honorable Judge Mary F. Walrath is 

presiding over the Debtors’ cases. Rothschild 

Inc. is Sports Authority's financial adviser, FTI 

Consulting is its restructuring adviser, and 

Gibson Dunn and Young Conaway Stargatt & 

Taylor is the legal counsel representing Debtors.  

 

 

Recent Preference and Fraudulent Conveyance Opinions 

 
Delaware Court Holds That Range of Payments Triumphs Over Averages in Computing 

Ordinary Course    
  

Chapter 7 Tr. v. Moran Towing Corp. (In re AES Thames, LLC), Nos. 11-10334 (KJC), 13-50395 

(KJC), 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 706 (U.S. Bankr. D. Del. Mar. 3, 2016) 

 

March 3, 2016, Delaware - The Chapter 7 Trustee filed an adversary complaint against Defendant 

Moran Towing Corporation to avoid and recover two transfers as preference payments pursuant to 

Bankruptcy Code §547(b) and §550. Moran did not dispute that the transfers met the requirements of § 

547(b), but argued that the transfers were not avoidable under Bankruptcy Code §547 (c) (2) because the 

Debtor paid the transfers in the ordinary course of its business with Moran. The parties disagreed on 

how the payments should be analyzed.    

 

The Trustee argued that during the historical period, the Debtor paid Moran on average 2.45 days after 

the due date, while during the preference period the Debtor paid Moran on average 15.63 days after the 

due date. The Trustee also pointed out that during the historical period; only 4 of 164 invoices (or 

2.44%) were paid 10 days or later after the due date. Therefore, the preference period transfers did not 

conform to more than 97% of the payments during the historical period. Moran argued that during the 

historical period, payments ranged between 28 (i.e., 28 days before the due date) to 35 days after the due 

date. Therefore, the range of payments during the preference period (10-19 days) fell within the 

historical period range. 

 

The Court found that the Trustee's reliance on the average payment statistics was countered by 

Moran's reliance on the range of payment statistics. The Court concluded that the amount of the 

alleged transfers fell within the range of the amount of payments made during the historical period. The 

alleged transfers continued the Debtor's practice of paying a number of invoices together for all cargo 

shipped in the previous month. The alleged transfers, like all payments during the historical period, were 

made by wire transfer. The parties stipulated that Moran did not take any unusual action to collect on the 

preference period invoices, and there was no evidence that Moran did anything to gain an advantage 

over other creditors during the preference period. The Court ruled in favor of Moran and concluded that 

the business relationship between Moran and the Debtor fell within the type of relationship the 

ordinary course of business defense was intended to protect. 
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Late Payments That Became Significantly Late During the Preference Period Resulted in 

Denial of Ordinary Course Defense 

AFA Inv. Inc. v. Dale T. Smith & Sons Meat Packing Co. (In re AFA Inv. Inc.), Nos. 12-11127 

Jointly Administered, 14-50134(MFW), 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 741 (U.S. Bankr. D. Del. Mar. 9, 

2016)  

March 9, 2016, Delaware - The Debtors AFA Investment Inc., et al. was one of the largest ground 

beef processing operations in the U.S. Defendant Dale T. Smith & Sons Meat Packing Company 

provided beef processing and packing services to the Debtors. During the preference period, the 

Defendant received twenty-five transfers totaling $2 million from the Debtors. The Debtors filed a 

complaint to avoid and recover the transfers as preferences. The Debtors argued that there were no 

disputed issues of material fact as to the prima facie elements of the preference action and they were 

entitled to judgment as a matter of law on all of the Defendant's asserted defenses. The Defendant 

argued that the Debtors did not establish that the Defendant received more than it would otherwise have 

obtained in a hypothetical chapter 7 liquidation. In addition, the Defendant asserted that the ordinary 

course of business defense applies to the alleged transfers. 

The Court agreed with the Debtor that the Defendant was an unsecured creditor, and unsecured 

creditors were slated to receive less than a 100% distribution under the Debtors' confirmed 

chapter 11 plan. The Court found that the declaration of David Beckham, the Debtors' former chief 

restructuring officer, who estimated zero recovery for general unsecured creditors and a reduced 

recovery for section 503(b) (9) claimants, was sufficient to establish that the Defendant would receive 

less than a 100% recovery in a hypothetical chapter 7 liquidation, even if a portion of its claims are 

afforded section 503(b)(9) status. The Court concluded that the Debtors made a prime facie showing that 

the transfers were preferential.   

On its ordinary course argument, the Defendant asserted that late payment from the Debtors was an 

ordinary occurrence throughout the parties' historical dealings. The Debtors responded that the 

difference in payment timing between the historical period and the preference period demonstrated that 

the transfers were not ordinary under the subjective test. The Court concluded that, even if the 

Debtors' payments to the Defendant were late historically, the weighted average of the invoice-to 

payment period nearly doubled from 22.43 days during the parties' historical relationship to 43.95 

days during the preference period. This was sufficiently significant to defeat the ordinariness of 

the transfers. The Defendant also failed to demonstrate that the transfers were consistent with ordinary 

business terms in its industry. The Court ruled in favor of the Debtor. 

Illinois Court: It is For Trustee to Prove That Less Than Reasonably Equivalent Value 

was Provided 
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Chatz v. Stepaniants (In re Fatoorehchi), Nos. 13 B 46203, 14 A 679, 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 761 (U.S. 

Bankr. N.D. Ill. Mar. 9, 2016) 

March 9, 2016, Northern District of Illinois - The Chapter 7 Trustee, Barry A. Chatz brought an 

action to avoid and recover certain transfers pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 548(a)(1)(B) that Debtor Hank 

Fatoorehchi made to the Defendant Aram Stepaniants during the two years period prior to the 

Debtor’s bankruptcy case. The alleged transfers were attributable to paychecks or shareholder 

distributions. Neither the parties disputed that there were transfers of Fatoorehchi's shareholder 

distributions nor that transfers occurred within two years of the filing of the bankruptcy petition. The 

arguments were focused on the issue of reasonably equivalent value and insolvency. The Trustee 

argued that the Stepaniants did not provide reasonably equivalent value in exchange for the transfers 

received. Stepaniants argued that reasonably equivalent value was represented by the IT services he 

provided.  

The Court found that the witnesses testified that Stepaniants provided a significant amount of 

information technology services, without ever charging for his labor. Stepaniants had always been 

the IT person and carried out various works including installation, fixation of computers, printers, 

toners, inks, the IT equipment, etc. Stepaniants did basically everything including service, maintenance, 

network administration, server administration, administrating e-mails.  The Court stated that although 

there was no clarity as to whether the fair market value was transferred and received, whether the 

transaction took place at aim's length, and the good faith of the transferee, this lack of information 

cannot be held against Stepaniants, who did not bear the burden of proof. It is the Trustee's 

burden to demonstrate less than a reasonably equivalent value.  

The Court further concluded that the parties had been doing business together for years; there was 

nothing in the arrangement that appeared suspicious or would lead the court to question Stepaniants' 

good faith. There was no evidence that Fatoorehchi and Stepaniants had anything other than a respectful 

business relationship. The Court concluded that the provision of Stepaniants' IT services was a fair 

exchange for a share of Fatoorehchi's shareholder distributions. Since the Trustee failed to prove 

lack of reasonably equivalent value, the Court ruled that the Trustee did not satisfy all the elements 

required to prevail under 11 U.S.C. § 548 and held in favor of Stepaniants. 

Intraday Overdrafts by Banks Do Not Give Rise to an Antecedent Debt 
 

Sarachek v. Luana Sav. Bank (In re Agriprocessors, Inc.), No. 15-CV-1015-LRR, 2016 U.S. Dist. 

LEXIS 33012 (N.D. Iowa Mar. 15, 2016) 

 

March 15, 2016, Northern District of Iowa - Debtor Agriprocessors, Inc. owned and operated a kosher 

meatpacking and food processing facility in Postville, Iowa. The Chapter 7 Trustee Joseph E. 

Sarachek filed an adversary action against Defendant Luana Savings Bank in the U.S. Bankruptcy 

Court for Northern District of Iowa to avoid the payments made by the Debtor to the Bank as 

preferential transfers and improper setoff. The Bank denied that it was the recipient of any preference 

payments and raised various affirmative defenses. The Bankruptcy Court ruled that the Trustee was 
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entitled to recover $1,556,782.89 of preferential transfers that the Debtor made to the Bank during the 

ninety-day preference period. The Trustee appealed and the Bank cross-appealed. 

 

On appeal, there were two central issues to determining whether and in what amount the relevant wire 

transfers constituted transfers on antecedent debt – (i) whether the Bankruptcy Court erred in 

holding that only true overdrafts, rather than both intraday and true overdrafts, constitute 

antecedent debt under the Bankruptcy Code (ii) whether the Bankruptcy Court erred in finding 

that the Bank was not a "mere conduit" for Debtor's funds. 

 

On the first issue, the District Court stated that routine advances (intraday overdrafts) against 

uncollected deposits do not create antecedent debt under the Bankruptcy Code. The Court reasoned 

that the banks routinely make uncollected funds available to the depositor, not as a loan, but in 

recognition of a bank's anticipated debt to the depositor. Although, it was true, a debt will arise if 

deposited checks are dishonored, but until dishonor, a bank that advances funds in the expectation that 

deposits will routinely be collected acts as a conduit for the depositor's financial transactions, not as a 

creditor. Thus, the Court determined that intraday overdrafts do not constitute antecedent debt and hence 

not recoverable by the Trustee as preferences. The Court further determined that only true overdrafts - 

those overdrafts that were allowed to stand past the midnight deadline - constituted "debt" under 

preference law, and thus only true overdrafts were avoidable. The Court stated that unlike transfers 

for intraday overdrafts, true overdraft transfers were not made specifically to cover provisional debits on 

Debtor's account, nor did they arrive with a specific directive as to their use.  

 

In the case at bar, the Bank did not merely pass the funds along to a third party or held them for some 

special purpose at the behest of Debtor. Instead, it received and applied the funds to pay down the 

negative balance in the Debtor's account. Thus, the funds did not flow through the Bank as a financial 

intermediary; the funds stopped with the Bank as repayment on the overdrawn account. At this point, the 

funds became the Bank's and it had legal dominion over them. Thus, the alleged transfers for true 

overdrafts constituted transfers on antecedent debt and hence avoidable as preferences. 

 

The Bank next argued that it was acting as a mere conduit for Debtor's funds pursuant to the check 

clearing process and therefore, received no transfers on account of an antecedent debt. The Court stated 

that if a party is a mere conduit in an avoidable transfer, it is not considered an initial transferee 

under the Bankruptcy Code and, therefore, is not liable for the avoidable transfer and to be an 

initial transferee, a party must have dominion and control over the transferred funds. However, in 

the instant case, the Court concluded that since the Bank failed to demonstrate that it was a mere conduit 

under either dominion or control test, the Bank was not acting as a mere conduit when it received 

transfers on account of true overdrafts in the Debtor’s account.   

 

The Court found that the Bankruptcy Court did not err in denying the Bank's affirmative defenses; the 

Bank was not acting as a mere conduit. The District Court affirmed the Bankruptcy Court's order in 

whole. 
  

Neither Intent nor Motive of the Parties is Relevant Under § 547(b). 
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Chapter 7 Tr. of Big Apple Volkswagen, LLC v. Salim (In re Big Apple Volkswagen), Nos. 11-11388 

(JLG), 11-2251 (JLG), 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 834 (U.S. Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Mar. 17, 2016) 

 

Debtor Big Apple Volkswagen, LLC owned and operated a Volkswagen dealership and repair business 

pursuant to a franchise agreement with Volkswagen of America, Inc. Julian was the managing member 

and 54% equity owner of the Debtor and a daughter of Defendants Ratiba and Wahid. The Trustee 

brought a lawsuit alleging that prepetition, Julian caused the Debtor to make two transfers aggregating 

$705,000 to an account bearing Ratiba's name in satisfaction of debts then due and owing to her by the 

Debtor totaling $675,000. A portion of that indebtedness consisted of a $300,000 loan that Ratiba made 

to Julian and the Debtor in 2006. Ratiba financed that loan by taking out a $300,000 mortgage on a real 

estate. The Trustee sought a judgment pursuant to §§ 547, 550 and 551 of the Code avoiding the 

transfers and directing that the transfers be set aside for the benefit of the Debtor's estate. The 

Trustee also sought a judgment avoiding Ratiba's conveyance of the real estate to Wahid, her 

husband and Julian’s father, as a subsequent transferee of the value of a portion of the avoided 

transfers.   

 

The Court found that the Trustee met all the requirements of Sec. 547 (b). The Defendants contended 

that even if the Trustee has met his burden under §547(b), he cannot avoid the alleged transfers because 

Ratiba had no knowledge of the existence of the bank account or the transfers. The Court found that 

there was no question that the bank account was maintained in Ratiba's name and listed the address of 

the real estate, her home address. As such, she was the account owner and even if the Defendants Ratiba 

did not know that the bank account existed or that the Debtor had transferred $705,000 to the bank 

account in satisfaction of its indebtedness to her, that did not bar the Trustee from avoiding the transfers 

as preferences because Section 547(b) is a "no fault" provision; a creditor's knowledge, intent and 

state of mind are irrelevant in determining whether a transfer is avoidable under section 547(b).      

The Court ordered that the transfers from the Debtor to the bank account totaling $705,000 be avoided 

pursuant to section 547(b) of the Bankruptcy Code,   
  

Mere Fact That a Defendant is in Default Does Not Entitle the Plaintiff to a Default 

Judgment. 
 

Fort v. Branch Banking & Tr. Co. (In re JAT, Inc.), Nos. 13-07552-HB, 15-80205-HB, 2016 Bankr. 

LEXIS 841 (U.S. Bankr. D.S.C. Mar. 16, 2016) 

The Trustee brought the adversary proceeding to avoid and recover the transfer of $71,137.30 from 

Debtor JAT, Inc. to Defendant Branch Banking & Tr. Co (BB&T) that was allegedly property of the 

estate transferred during the two years preceding the petition date. The Trustee sought the recovery of 

alleged payments as fraudulent transfers pursuant to 11 U.S.C. § 548 as they were allegedly made by 

JAT with actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud existing and future creditors or as preferences 

under § 547 on account of an antecedent debt of JAT. BB&T failed to timely file an answer to the 

Trustee’s complaint and, as a result, the Trustee filed an affidavit of default. A clerk's entry of default 

was entered the same day. The Trustee filed the request for entry of judgment in the amount of 

$71,137.30 for voided transfers pursuant to § 548(a)(1). 
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The Court concluded that an entry of default judgment under Fed. R. Civ. P. 55(b)(2) was not 

warranted and the Court clerk's entry of default was vacated because the Defendant had a 

meritorious defense. The Defendant discovered the default and hired outside counsel to assist it in the 

matter within five days. The Court found that any prejudice to the Trustee as a result of the 

Defendant's failure to file a timely answer was minimal, and a less drastic sanction in the form of 

attorneys' fees and costs was available to the Trustee.  

BB&T quickly filed the motion within seven days after the entry of default was entered. Such prompt 

action clearly demonstrated a timely effort to set aside the entry of default. Further, BB&T 

acknowledged the complaint immediately by contacting an attorney to begin dialogue and provide 

information. The Court found that although BB&T should bear some personal responsibility for its 

failure to timely respond to the complaint because it was aware of the action pending against it 

and the deadline to answer, BB&T did not act in bad faith, was discussing this matter with his 

attorney, and was in the process of providing requested documentation when the affidavit of 

default was filed.  The Court   concluded that all the six factors to be considered in exercising discretion 

prior to granting default judgment were satisfied - whether the party in default has a meritorious defense; 

(2) whether it acted with reasonable promptness; (3) the personal responsibility of the defaulting party; 

(4) prejudice to the party; (5) the history of dilatory action; and (6) the availability of less drastic 

sanctions. The Court denied the Trustee’s request for entry of judgment and motion to set aside entry of 

default. 

AE Liquidation Opinion  Narrows  New Value  Defense  

Burtch v. Prudential Real Estate & Relocation Servs. (In re AE Liquidation, Inc.), Nos. 08-13031 

(MFW), 10-55543 (MFW), 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 980 (U.S. Bankr. D. Del. Mar. 29, 2016) 

Delaware, March 29, 2016 -The matter was remanded from the District Court on the appeal of the 

Bankruptcy Court’s decision dated July 17, 2013.  In that opinion, Judge Walrath had ruled that (i) 

$781,702.61 of pre-petition transfers to Defendant Prudential Real Estate & Relocation Servs. were 

preferential; (ii) Prudential had a new value defense totaling $128,379.40; and (iii) the Trustee was not 

entitled to prejudgment interest 

After both parties appealed, the District Court ruled that post-petition new value was not protected and 

that the Trustee was entitled to pre-judgment interest. The District Court held that the only services 

provided prior to the petition date should be included in the new value defense and directed the 

Bankruptcy Court on remand to reconsider the amount of Prudential's new value defense. The 

Court also directed the Bankruptcy Court to explain explicitly why prejudgment interest was denied. 

The Trustee argued that of the $128,379.40 in new value, $71,808.83 of the invoices related to post-

petition services and, therefore, not eligible for new value credit. Prudential responded that the 

post-petition invoices were prepared solely to support its proof of claim and did not reflect the 

actual date the underlying services were performed. The Court agreed with the Trustee and 

concluded that Prudential's new value defense should be reduced to $56,571.37 ($128,379.40 less 

$71,808.03) to reflect only services provided pre-petition. Thus, the Trustee was entitled to judgment in 

the amount of $781,702.61 less the new value of $56,571.37, for a total of $725,131.24. 
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On the prejudgment interest argument, the Court agreed with the Trustee as prejudgment interest is 

routinely granted in avoidance actions. The Court relied upon Hechinger Investment v. Universal Forest 

Products (In re Hechinger), 489 F.3d 568, 570-71 (3d Cir. 2007) and held that there was no reason to 

deny prejudgment interest. The Court stated that though the award of prejudgment interest is within the 

Court's discretion, the discretion "must be exercised according to law, which means that prejudgment 

interest should be awarded unless there is a sound reason not to do so."   

Accordingly, Judge Walrath revised a calculation of new value pursuant to an order from the 

District Court remanding the case and reduced Prudential’s new value defense to $56,571.37 and 

entered judgment in favor of the Trustee for $725,131.24. ($56,571.37 minus $781,702.61, for a 

total of $725,131.24) Prejudgment interest in amount of $5,186.97 was also awarded the Trustee.                  

Trustee Failed to Establish that Transfers were Made With Intent to Hinder, Delay or 

Defraud Creditors of  Debtor 

Weil v. United States (In re Tag Entm't Corp.), Nos. 1:09-bk-26982-VK, 1:10-ap-01342-VK, 2016 

Bankr. LEXIS 982 (U.S. Bankr. C.D. Cal. Mar. 29, 2016)  

The Trustee for Debtor TAG Entertainment Corp. brought the adversary proceeding, alleging that a 

$5,989,999 restitution payment received by the United States from Debtor's founder, Steven Kent 

Austin, constituted a fraudulent transfer. The Trustee alleged that the restitution money paid to the 

United States was traceable to the Debtor and may be recovered as a fraudulent transfer under 11 U.S.C. 

§ 544(b) and California's Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act. The Trustee also alleged that the Debtor was 

involved in a Ponzi scheme along with the Debtor’s founder, Austin. The United States asserted that the 

Trustee failed to show transfers originated from Debtor. The United States also raised the statute of 

limitations set forth in Cal. Civ. Code § 3439.09 as its defense 

The Court found that the Trustee failed to establish that Debtor was involved in a Ponzi scheme and 

could not rely on the existence of a Ponzi scheme to prove that the transfers were made with intent to 

hinder, delay or defraud creditors of debtor. The Court held that although an existence of a Ponzi 

scheme is sufficient to establish intent to defraud, the Trustee was unable to do so in the case at bar. The 

Court further concluded that the Trustee also failed to demonstrate that any of the transfers 

flowed from Debtor to the United States. Even if any of Debtor's assets were transferred to or for 

the benefit of the Debtor, the Trustee still could not meet her burden of proving that any transfers 

were made with intent to hinder, delay or defraud creditors of Debtor. On statute of limitation 

argument, the Court concluded that since the United States did not include the defense of statute of 

limitations in the pretrial order, and because the Trustee objected to the United States raising the issue 

for the first time at trial, the United States may not assert the defense at this time. 

The judgment was entered in favor of the United States. 
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Texas Supreme Court: Arm's Length Transactions Made in Ordinary Course is 

Reasonably Equivalent  Irrespective  of  a  Ponzi  Scheme   
   

Janvey v. Golf Channel, Inc., No. 15-0489, 2016 Tex. LEXIS 241 (Apr. 1, 2016) 

April 1, 2016, Texas - R. Allen Stanford perpetrated a multi-billion dollar Ponzi scheme through Debtor 

Stanford International Bank Limited (Stanford), which sold fraudulent high yield certificates of 

deposit to innocent investors. Defendant Golf Channel entered into a two-year agreement with 

Stanford to provide media-advertising services. In exchange for its services, Golf Channel received $5.9 

million. Three years after the services contract expired, the Court-appointed a Receiver, who sued Golf 

Channel to recover all the money Stanford paid under the media-advertising agreement, alleging the 

payments were made with intent to defraud Stanford's creditors. Golf Channel argued the transfer was 

not voidable because it took Stanford's contract payments in good faith and in exchange for 

reasonably equivalent value. The Receiver alleged that Golf Channel's affirmative defense failed 

as a matter of law because advertising services that further a Ponzi scheme and produce no 

tangible estate asset have zero value. 

The District Court agreed that fraudulent intent was conclusively established because Stanford operated 

a Ponzi scheme, but still granted summary judgment for the Defendant on its affirmative defense. Citing 

TUFTA's definition of reasonably equivalent value, the Court opined that, if Golf Channel's 

services provided any value, the exchange of value was reasonably equivalent even when a Ponzi 

scheme was involved because the transaction was at arm's length, in good faith, at fair market 

value, and in the ordinary course of business.   
 

On appeal, the Fifth Circuit initially reversed and rendered judgment in the Receiver's favor.  The Court 

declared that that the Defendant’s services provided zero value to the creditors as Stanford operated a 

Ponzi scheme and the expenditures for Golf Channel's media services further depleted the assets an 

insolvent Debtor without conferring any reciprocal benefit for its creditors. Thus, the alleged payments 

were voidable. 

 

On rehearing, the panel vacated its opinion and opined that considering TUFTA's definitions of value 

and reasonably equivalent value as applied to the circumstances of the case at bar, the reasonably 

equivalent value requirement in section 24.009(a) of TUFTA was satisfied when the transferee fully 

performed an arm's-length transaction in the ordinary course of its business at market rates. The Court 

concluded that the Defendant’s services were sold at fair market value in an arm's-length 

transaction; had an objective value and utility from a reasonable creditor's perspective at the time 

of the transaction; were carried out in the ordinary course of business and a later discovery that 

the Debtor was operating a Ponzi scheme did not render the exchange valueless. Hence, the 

alleged transfers were not voidable. 

   

Factual Issues Precluded Judgment in Favor of the Defendant 
  

In re Empire Land, Nos. 6:08-bk-14592-MH, 6:10-ap-01329-MH, 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 1087 (U.S. 

Bankr. C.D. Cal. Apr. 4, 2016) 
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California, April 4, 2016 - The Trustee for the Debtors Empire Land LLC and its affiliates brought a 

lawsuit against Defendant Empire Partners, Inc. and others, alleging the avoidance and recovery 

of transfers under a preference theory, intentional fraudulent transfer theory, and/or constructive 

fraudulent transfer theory. The Defendant served as the general partner or managing member for the 

Debtors. 

 

The Defendant first alleged that the Trustee failed to establish evidence of fraud and that each 

transfer was made with the actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud under Sec. 548 (a)(1)(A) and 

Cal Civ. Code §3439.04(a)(1). The Court rejected the Defendant’s argument and concluded that the 

Trustee produced sufficient evidence, in form of emails and reports, as to the badges of fraud to raise a 

disputed fact with regard to intent to hinder, delay and defraud creditors as to the transfers. The Court 

also opined that the expert report submitted by the Debtor was sufficient to create a disputed fact as to 

the Debtors' insolvency on the date of alleged transfers.  

 

The Defendant next alleged that it was only a conduit with respect to certain transfers as the funds 

received from one of the Debtors were used to pay credit card expenses on its behalf, because it did not 

had its own bank credit card. However, the Court found that the evidence indicated that the Defendant 

may have been the entity behind the transfers and there was a possible inference that the Defendant had 

the ability to use the funds as it saw fit. Thus, a material issue of fact existed as to whether Defendant 

could use the funds as it saw fit, and hence, under the dominion test, whether it was an initial 

transferee with respect to the alleged transfers.  

 

Next, although the Defendant alleged that certain transfers were reimbursements for business expenses 

incurred by the Debtor in the ordinary course of business, the Court found that the Defendant did not 

submit any evidence that such transfers were made in the ordinary course of business, and hence failed 

to meet its burden. The Court denied the Defendant’s Motion and concluded that the Trustee presented 

sufficient evidence to pursue the alleged transfers under both a preference and constructive fraud 

theory.  .   

 

 Defendant’s  Lien  on  a Vehicle was Avoidable as  a  Preferential Transfer 
 

In re Vazquez, Nos. 12-09895 (ESL), 14-00298 (ESL), 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 1136 (U.S. Bankr. D.P.R. 

Apr. 6, 2016) 
 

The Chapter 7 Trustee for the Debtors Luis A. Vazquez, Madeline E. Otero Feliciano, brought a 

lawsuit against the Defendant Cooperativade Ahorro de Credito de Arecibo (COOPACA) to avoid 

COOPACA's lien on an automobile purchased by Luis A. Vazquez. The facts were: On August, 18, 

2012, Luis and COOPACA executed an installment contract for the purchase of a 2013 motor vehicle. 

On November 29, 2012, COOPACA filed the documents required to perfect the lien over the motor 

vehicle. On December 17, 2012, the Debtors filed for bankruptcy relief. On February 22, 2013, lien on 

vehicle was registered. 

The Trustee argued that since, the lien was perfected nineteen days before the bankruptcy petition date; 

it was voidable as a preferential transfer pursuant to Sec. 547. COOPACA contended that the recording 

of a security interest over a vehicle was not a transfer and that Luis was solvent when the installment 
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contract was signed and when the lien was recorded. In addition, COOPACA contended that its actions 

to perfect the lien complied with the applicable Puerto Rico law and regulations making the transaction 

valid and non-voidable under Sec. 546. 

The Court found that the Trustee has met all five elements required under Sec. 547 (b) to avoid 

the alleged transfers as preference: As to the first element, COOPACA admitted that it was a creditor, 

but argued that the recording of a lien over a motor-vehicle was not a transfer. The Court stated that the 

term transfer is defined in Section 101(54) as and includes creation of lien within the definition of 

transfer. The term transfer encompasses an exchange of anything of value, thus, both the payment 

of money and the creation of a lien were transfers. COOPACA did not dispute the second element: 

existence of an antecedent debt and the evidence submitted showed that the debt was incurred on August 

18, 2012, before the alleged preferential transfer was made. With regard to the third element of 

insolvency, the Court found that in the absence of evidence to meet or rebut the presumption, the trustee 

was entitled to rely upon the presumption of insolvency in his favor. The Defendant did not contest the 

fourth element as the alleged transfer was made on November 29, 2012, nineteen days before the 

bankruptcy petition, thus within the 90-day preference period. With respect to the fifth element, the 

Court found that it was met because without the transfer COOPACA would be treated as an unsecured 

creditor who would have to share distribution with the Debtors other unsecured creditors.  

 

The Court also ruled that despite the fact that COOPACA's security interest was perfected under state 

law, the trustee could still avoid the transfer of the security interest because COOPACA failed to meet 

the 30 day perfection requirement under Section 547(c)(3).Accordingly, the Court concluded that all 

the elements of Section 547(b) were met and that COOPACA's lien may be avoided as a 

preferential transfer. 

 

Insolvency on the Date of  Preference is Critical to Prove the Essential Element of a 

Preference 

Mazel v. Varela (In re Kelly), Nos. 15-10164-j7, 15-1049 J, 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 1679 (U.S. Bankr. 

D.N.M. Apr. 14, 2016)  

Edward A. Mazel, Chapter 7 Trustee of the bankruptcy estate of Debtor Darla Kelly sought 

summary judgment on his claims to recover certain transfers of property as preferential transfers under 

11 U.S.C. § 547; as constructively fraudulent transfers and as actual fraudulent transfers under 11 U.S.C. 

§ 548. Defendant Clare Varela, was the cousin of the Debtor. Pre-petition, the Debtor transferred 

Dodge Truck, a Navajo Lane Property, and a Vacant Land (Properties) to the Defendant. Previously, the 

Debtor had borrowed money from the Defendant for several years, and agreement was made to take the 

Properties in payment of debts owed to the Defendant. 

The Court found that although the Defendant, who was the Debtor's cousin, was an insider for purposes 

of 11 U.S.C. § 547(b)(4)(B), the Trustee failed to establish that the transfer of the Dodge Truck was 

made at a time that the Debtor was insolvent. The Debtor transferred the Dodge Truck to the Defendant 

on August 8, 2014, less than a year, but more than 90 days before the date of the filing of the petition on 

January 28, 2015. The Court said that the Trustee cannot, therefore, rely on the presumption of 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=b1449ea4-e884-4f81-8c37-8715805ad6b7&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5JGT-RY11-F04B-403T-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5JGT-RY11-F04B-403T-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=6398&pdteaserkey=sr2&ecomp=7nLhk&earg=sr2&prid=dda61066-c464-4853-be9e-917bdada94e7
https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=b1449ea4-e884-4f81-8c37-8715805ad6b7&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5JGT-RY11-F04B-403T-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5JGT-RY11-F04B-403T-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=6398&pdteaserkey=sr2&ecomp=7nLhk&earg=sr2&prid=dda61066-c464-4853-be9e-917bdada94e7
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insolvency under 11 U.S.C. § 547(f) to establish the insolvency element with respect to this transfer. 

The Court stated that insolvency on the date of preference is the critical issue, and insolvency on 

any other date is insufficient standing alone to prove this essential element of a preference. The 

Court held in favor of the Defendant and ruled that the facts are insufficient to satisfy the insolvency 

requirement with respect to the Debtor's transfer of the Dodge Truck. 

The Trustee next argued that the rest of two Properties were avoidable as they enabled the Defendant to 

receive more than she otherwise would have received in a Chapter 7 liquidation had the transfers not 

occurred. The Court found that there was neither an evidence of the value of the Navajo Lane 

Property and the Vacant Lot, nor for the amount of the Defendant's unsecured claim. Thus, 

without these amounts, it was difficult for the Court to conclude that the transfer of these two 

Properties to the Defendant enabled the Defendant to receive more than she otherwise would have 

been entitled to receive had the transfer not occurred and the bankruptcy estate  

The Trustee was not entitled to summary judgment on fraudulent transfer claim under 11 

U.S.C.S. § 548 either because, without knowing the value of the property transferred, the Court 

was unable to determine whether the Debtor received reasonably equivalent value. Also, the 

circumstantial evidence to establish the Debtor's actual intent to hinder, delay, or defraud was not so 

overwhelming as to conclusively establish, by summary judgment,  the requisite actual intent necessary 

to recover the transfers. Thus, the Court declined to grant summary judgment on the Trustee's claims to 

recover the transfers based on actual fraud also.  

Genuine Issue of Material Fact Precluded Judgment in Favor of  Trustee 
 

Madden v. Morelli (In re Energy Conversion Devices, Inc.), Nos. 12-43166, 13-4958, 2016 Bankr. 

LEXIS 1713 (U.S. Bankr. E.D. Mich. Apr. 15, 2016) 

 

Defendant Mark Morelli was the President and CEO of Debtor Energy Conservation Devices (ECD) 

until May 6, 2011 when the Debtor’s Board of Directors terminated him. Pursuant to a separation 

agreement, the Defendant was to receive an amount totaling $1,977,885.00 from the Debtor after 

termination. ECD paid the Defendant $583,270.00 about three weeks after the parties signed the 

separation agreement (May 2011 Transfer). ECD still owed to the Defendant about $1,394,615.00, 

which it failed to pay. Instead, a restructuring firm hired by ECD renegotiated ECD's obligations to the 

Defendant under the separation agreement and the parties agreed that ECD would pay the Defendant a 

one-time payment of $703,800.00, in lieu of any payments otherwise due under the agreement. 

Furtherance to this, the second transfer of $703,800.00 was made to the Defendant on or about 

December 9, 2011 (December 2011 Transfer). 

 

The Debtor filed for bankruptcy and the Trustee sought to avoid these two transfers - the May 2011 

Transfer and the December 2011 Transfer as preferential transfers under 11 U.S.C. § 547; as 

constructively fraudulent transfers, under 11 U.S.C. § 548.  

 

The Defendant argued that the May 2011 Transfer was not avoidable as a preference because the 

transfer was made more than 90 days before the bankruptcy petition date, and Defendant was not 
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an "insider" at the time of the transfer.  The Court found that the Defendant clearly was not an 

"insider" of ECD when the transfer was made on May 26, 2011. After his termination on May 6, 2011, 

Defendant was no longer an officer, director, or employee of ECD and after May 6, 2011, the Defendant 

had no control whatsoever over ECD. The transfer was made more than 8 months before the 

February 14, 2012 petition date - well outside the 90 day preference period, hence it was not 

avoidable under § 547 as a preference. 

 

The Defendant next argued that neither the May 2011 Transfer nor the December 2011 Transfer was 

avoidable as a constructive fraudulent transfer. The Court agreed and concluded that ECD did 

receive reasonably equivalent value in the form of satisfaction of a debt that it owed to the 

Defendant at the time of both transfers under a separation agreement. The value received was not 

just "reasonably equivalent value" - it was value exactly equal to the amount of the respective transfers. 

For these reasons, the Court held that both the transfers cannot be avoided as a fraudulent transfer 

under § 548(a)(1)(B).  

  

Preferential Transfers Must be Identified with Particularity to Survive a Motion to 

Dismiss 
 

THQ Inc. v. Starcom Worldwide, Inc. (In re THQ Inc.), Nos. 12-13398 (MFW) (Substantively, 14-

51079 (MFW), 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 1774 (U.S. Bankr. D. Del. Apr. 18, 2016) 

Debtors THQ, Inc. and others were leading developers and publishers of interactive entertainment 

software for popular gaming systems. Prior to the petition date, one or more of the Debtors entered 

into agreements with the Defendant Starcom Worldwide, Inc. for media and marketing services. The 

bankruptcy Debtors brought an adversary proceeding to recover certain transfers as preference and/or 

fraudulent transfers from the Starcom Defendants and/or the Additional Defendants with whom Starcom 

further entered into agreements. During the 90 days prior to the petition date, the Starcom Defendants 

received transfers from the Debtors of at least $5,033,959.02 and the Additional Defendants were 

alleged to have received one or more transfers from the Debtors and/or the Starcom Defendants during 

the preference period. The Defendants contended that the preference claim must be dismissed 

because the complaint was devoid of particularized facts with respect to the nature and amount of 

each antecedent debt, the dates on which the transfers were made, and the identities of the 

transferors and the transferees.   

The Court agreed with the Defendants that the complaint did not adequately identify the transferors and 

the transferees, the nature of the antecedent debt, and the dates of the alleged transfers to the additional 

Defendants. The Court found that with respect to the identity of any antecedent debt which the 

transfers paid, the Debtor merely alleged that the transfers were made for or on account of an 

antecedent debt owed by one or more of the Debtors to the Additional Defendants before the 

Transfers were made. The Court held that this was not sufficient to survive a motion to dismiss 

and dismissed the preference claim.   

The Defendants next argued that the complaint also failed to properly assert a fraudulent transfer claim 

against them, as the complaint merely paraphrased the language of section 548(a)(1)(B) without 

https://advance.lexis.com/document/?pdmfid=1000516&crid=f5fa4bf3-8728-4c38-91c9-6b886b138fb3&pddocfullpath=%2Fshared%2Fdocument%2Fcases%2Furn%3AcontentItem%3A5JJT-X4J1-F049-G048-00000-00&pddocid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5JJT-X4J1-F049-G048-00000-00&pdcontentcomponentid=6403&pdshepid=urn%3AcontentItem%3A5JJY-34D1-DXC8-721P-00000-00&pdshepcat=initial&pdteaserkey=sr0&ecomp=7nLhk&earg=sr0&prid=9ca54e97-342d-4c72-a3f4-2f89afc8bc80&lnsi=e70e0bba-93e3-43e6-bffc-3143cee431d8&aci=la&rmflag=0&sit=1461655588500.102
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providing any supporting facts. The Court agreed that the Debtors did not identify transfers made 

to alleged transferees, failed to plead any facts to support the allegation that the debtors received 

less than reasonably equivalent value for the alleged transfers, and only alleged in a conclusory 

manner that the debtors were insolvent at the time of the alleged transfers. Consequently, the Court 

dismissed the fraudulent transfer claim.  

Trustee Established Presumption of Fraud under Section 548(a)(1)(A) to Recover the 

Alleged Transfer as Fraudulent   

Doeling v. O'Neill (In re O'Neill), Nos. 14-30569, 15-07005, 2016 Bankr. LEXIS 1771 (U.S. Bankr. 

D.N.D. Apr. 19, 2016) 

The Trustee brought an adversary complaint to avoid Debtor Roger K. O'Neill's transfers of 

interests in the marital home and pastureland to Defendant  Theresa C. O'Neill under 11 U.S.C. § 

548(a)(1), alleging that the Debtor made the transfers with actual and constructive intent to 

hinder, delay or defraud his creditors. The Trustee also alleged that the transfers were preferential 

transfers to an insider under 11 U.S.C. § 547 (b). The Trustee alleged that the Debtor and the Defendant 

colluded to make the property transfers with intent to hinder, delay or defraud Debtor's creditors. The 

Trustee argued the Debtor's testimony that he expected to die and wanted his children to receive the 

pastureland and the Defendant to receive the home was a direct evidence of his intent to defraud his 

creditors.  

The Court found that the transfer of a marital home and pastureland to the Defendant in a divorce 

settlement was presumptively fraudulent since the transfer was all of the Debtor's nonexempt assets of 

significant value to the Defendant with whom the Debtor shared a close personal relationship shortly 

after receiving medical treatment which resulted in substantial debt. Although the Trustee offered 

evidence sufficient to establish a presumption of fraud under section 548(a)(1), the Defendant 

established that she was a good faith transferee who gave value for the transfer under section 

548(c). Thus, the Court held that the Defendant may only retain the transfers to the extent she gave value 

and the Trustee was entitled to recover the difference.   

The Defendant next argued that she was not a "creditor" of the Debtor under the Bankruptcy Code and, 

therefore, the Trustee cannot establish all the elements of his preference claim under Sec. 547 (b). The 

Court found that while the Trustee was able to establish the four elements of Sec. 547 (b), the Trustee 

did not meet his burden of proving that Debtor was insolvent at the time he transferred his interests in 

the marital home and pastureland. Therefore, the Trustee's section 547(b) preference action failed. 

Snapshot of Clawback Cases Filed  

Groups of 

Adversary 

Proceedings 

filed by the 

Debtors 

Total 

cases 

filed 

Name of 

Judge 

Largest 

Case in the 

group 

 Claim 

Amount of the 

Largest Case 

Petition Date District 
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Firm News 
 

NMTC  Dismisses the Complaint Against Jones & Associates Client 
 

D & L Energy, 

Inc. 

27 Kay 

Woods 

McJunkin 

Red Man 

Corporation 

$342,615.67  4/16/2013 Northern District 

of Ohio 

Telexfree, LLC 43 Melvin 

S. 

Hoffman 

ISG 

Telecomm 

Consultants, 

LLC 

$747,973.55  4/13/2014 District of 

Massachusetts 

LTC Holdings, 

Inc. 

53 Christop

her S. 

Sontchi 

RK 

Mechanical, 

Inc. 

$1,461,865.46  5/2/2014 District of 

Delaware 

CEP 

Reorganization, 

Inc. 

33 Charles 

Novack 

Data2Logisti

cs, LLC 

$411,491.08  5/1/2014 Northern District 

of California 

Energy & 

Exploration 

Partners, Inc. 

34 Russell 

F. Nelms 

Nabors 

Drilling 

Technologies 

USA, Inc. 

$3,020,730.00  12/7/2015 Northern District 

of Texas 

Life Partners 

Holdings, Inc. 

24 Russell 

F. Nelms 

Worth 

Financial 

Group Inc 

 $ 872,585.08 1/20/2015 Northern District 

of Texas 

CWC Liquidation 

Inc. 

109 Brendan 

Linehan 

Shannon 

Gary Hong 

Kong 

Limited 

 $ 1,520,577.45 4/11/2014 District of 

Delaware 

Simplexity, LLC 44 Kevin 

Gross 

Reliance 

Communicati

ons, LLC 

 $ 3,038,145.00 3/16/2014 District of 

Delaware 

Sports Authority 

Holdings, Inc. 

161 Mary F. 

Walrath 

yet to be 

determined 

yet to be 

determined 

3/2/2016 District of 

Delaware 

Calumet 

Photographic, 

Inc. 

29 Deborah 

L. 

Thorne 

Canon 

U.S.A., Inc. 

 $ 2,970,981.75 3/12/2014 Northern District 

of Illinois 

Thornton & Co., 

Inc. 

5 Ann M. 

Nevins 

International 

Precision 

Components 

Corporation 

 $ 692,349.02 8/10/2015 District of 

Connecticut 

Plaza Healthcare 

Center LLC 

23 Catherine 

E. Bauer 

Interface 

Rehab, Inc. 

 $ 3,758,155.87 3/4/2014 Central District 

of California 

Corona Care 

Convalescent 

Corporation 

23 Robert 

N. Kwan 

Renato 

Ferrer 

 $ 900,402.25 7/22/2013 Central District 

of California 
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Washington, March 5, 2016 - Jones & Associates successfully defended its client, a service provider in 

the medical industry (the defendant). The lawsuit was initiated by Mark Calvert, the liquidation trustee 

of the Debtor Natural Molecular Testing Corporation (NMTC) against the defendant in the U.S. 

Bankruptcy Court for the District of Washington. The Trustee agreed to voluntarily dismiss the 

complaint for less than 5% of the claim amount without waiver of claims as Jones & Associates 

successfully proved that the alleged transfers were not fraudulent pursuant to Sec. 548 of the Bankruptcy 

Code. 

 

Jones & Associates Wins for an US Air Transit Services Company - Case Dismissed 

for Zero Payment 
 

Delaware, March 7, 2016 – Jones & Associates successfully defended its client, a US air transit services 

company. Debtor Global Aviation Holdings Inc., through its subsidiaries, was a provider of customized, 

non-scheduled passenger and cargo air transport services worldwide. The Trustee for the Debtor, Alfred 

T. Giuliano, brought a lawsuit against our client, the Defendant, in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the 

District of Delaware, to recover a five figure amount, covering operation cost reductions and 

overpayment of taxes allegedly made by one of the Debtors, World Airways to the Defendant. The firm 

successfully established to the Plaintiff’s counsel that the disputed payments were made to the UK 

Company and not the Defendant, which is a US corporation.  We argued that the Defendant was not a 

creditor or a transferee of the funds, and therefore, the Debtor had no recourse against the Defendant for 

the avoidance of the alleged transfers.  The Trustee dismissed the case for no payment. 
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BIO 
   

 About Roland Jones 
 

Mr. Jones has practiced bankruptcy law for over two 

decades. His primary focus is representing corporate 

defendants in preference and fraudulent conveyance 

litigation. Mr. Jones has a national client base and has also 

represented corporate clients based in Europe and the Far  

East.  

 

In addition to his law practice, Mr. Jones has authored 

professional articles on bankruptcy issues for the New York 

Law Journal, The Environmental Claims Journal, The 

Mergers and Acquisitions Report, and other scholarly 

publications.  

 

Mr. Jones also edits and writes the Clawback Report, a 

monthly publication on preference and fraudulent 

conveyance litigation.  

 

Mr. Jones was the founding member and former Chair of the Federal Bar Association Empire State 

Chapter Bankruptcy Committee. The Bankruptcy Committee has hosted experts to speak on topics 

important to both bankruptcy and non-bankruptcy practitioners. Guest speakers have included The 

Honorable Jerrold Nadler on new bankruptcy legislation, Wilbur L. Ross, Jr. of Rothschild Inc. on the 

distressed bond market, and Professor Edward Altman of New York University on bankruptcy 

investing. 

 

Mr. Jones is the founding member and current President of the National Association of Bankruptcy 

Litigators. The NABL is a new organization focusing exclusively on clawback issues consisting of 110 

bankruptcy lawyers from throughout the country.  

 

Mr. Jones’ introduction to bankruptcy practice began by serving as a judicial law clerk to Chief U.S. 

Bankruptcy Judge Conrad B. Duberstein of the Eastern District of New York during law school. He 

continued his training after graduation by clerking for U.S. Bankruptcy Judge Cecilia H. Goetz of the 

Eastern District of New York from 1990 to 1991. 

 

Mr. Jones attended the Horace Mann School, Columbia University (B.A. Ancient Studies) and Brooklyn 

Law School (J.D. 1990) He is admitted to practice law before the United States District Courts for the 

Southern and Eastern Districts of New York, as well as the United States Court of Appeals for the 

Second Circuit. 

 

Mr. Jones was born in New York City. 

 

Bar Admissions 

New York State Bar Admission - 1990 
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United States District Court Southern District of New York - 1991 

United States District Court Eastern District of New York - 1991 

 

Professional Memberships 

President:  National Association of Bankruptcy Litigators  

Member:  New York State Bar Association 

Member:  Association of Bar City of New York 

Member:  Turnaround Management Association 

Member:  American Bankruptcy Institute 

 

Education 

1972 – 1977: The Horace Mann School 

1977 – 1979: Vassar College  

1985 – 1987: Columbia University; top 10% of the graduating class 

1988 – 1990: Brooklyn Law School; top 10% of the graduating class 

 

Writings 

―Are repos exempt from automatic stay?‖; Bankruptcy Law - New York Law Journal; Pg. 31, (col. 6); 

Vol. 213, 2586 words 

 

―Bankruptcy’s conflict of Interest Rule‖; Outside Counsel - New York Law Journal; Pg. 35, (col. 3); 

Vol. 212, 2117 words 

 

―Bankruptcy and Environmental Law‖, The Environmental Claims Journal 

 

―Mergers and Acquisitions in Bankruptcy‖, The Mergers and Acquisitions Report 

 

The Clawback Report, A Quarterly Publication on Preference and Fraudulent Conveyance Litigation 

Issues. 

 

―Introduction to Preference Law‖, National Association of Bankruptcy Litigators Journal 

 

Bankruptcy Bulletin: ―Wellness International Network, Ltd. v. Sharif, 135 S. Ct. 1932 (2015)‖, National 

Association of Bankruptcy Litigators Journal 

 

Majority Report: ―Redefining the Circuit Split Over the § 547(c)(4) Subsequent New Value Defense‖ by 

Roland Jones, Esq. and Solomon Rotstein, National Association of Bankruptcy Litigators Journal 

 

Videos 

Please feel free to watch our video, Basic Preference Law, on YouTube. 

 

Below is a list of other clawback related videos that we have uploaded to YouTube. For an in-depth 

review of the preference laws, please see our five-part video series. CLE credit is currently available for 

New Jersey and Texas. We are expecting to be approved in more states shortly. 

 

Introduction to the Bankruptcy Preference Laws - Part 1/5 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ua6ZNkPVm9Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0BEOMmZbJiY
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Introduction to the Bankruptcy Preference Laws - Part 2/5 

Introduction to the Bankruptcy Preference Laws - Part 3/5 

Introduction to the Bankruptcy Preference Laws - Part 4/5 

Introduction to the Bankruptcy Preference Laws - Part 5/5 

  

For other videos on special topics regarding clawback law, please see the following: 

 

Adversary Complaint – Who Bears the Burden of Proof of Service of Process? 

 

Can Summary Judgment Be Granted If Factual Issues Exist? 

 

Agriculture Preference Issues - Part 1 

 

Agriculture Preference Issues - Part 2 

 

Transfer of a Security Interest in Property During the Preference Period–Is it Preferential? 

 

Preference Issues in the Construction Industry 

 

Non-Filing of the Creditor’s Claim Against the Debtor – How Does It Affect Court’s Jurisdiction? 

 

Sudden Change In the Mode of Payment During the Preference Period-Is It Out of the Ordinary Course? 

 

Is an Express Trust Constituted During the Preference Period Preferential? 

 

The Preference Period Payments Match the Base Period Timing of Payments - Are they Preferential? 

 

Payments Received By a Conduit During the Preference Period - Are they Preferential? 

 

Change in the Scope of Work- Does the Industry Standard Defense Still Apply? 

 

Internal E-mail Listing the Assets and Liabilities - Is It Sufficient To Prove Debtor's Insolvency? 

 

Creation of a Judgment Lien - Is It a Preferential Transfer? 

 

The Source of Preferential Payments - Is It Relevant To the Preference Analysis? 

 

What Is the Purpose Behind the New Value Exception? 

 

Baseline of Dealings For the Ordinary Course Defense - Who Bears the Burden To Establish It? 

 

Faster Payments During the Preference Period - Can They Be Protected By the Ordinary Course 

Defense? 

 

Payments Resulting From Collection Pressure - Are They Preferential? 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=frMlN7vQymA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zgtwgWSt5IU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fq6nR3j4m5A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zWdrKiCBeBQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRxvgnLQMNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RVFU3BmdsLE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xdOFFkZ58r0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UrG691Yhmak
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3zaEyeBzAc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkgpRs7SgIg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h8pecR8QcH8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0XdwdOii0V4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8AGma7w9Z1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VAZ73LSVMg4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zVSv0sj2yFQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0iJHDSp_BLQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uJ6WViSTnLI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hLGfRfJ4vvc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CAu029um15U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VgIwUFf9g4o
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuEvJJVqyQs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXzWGvBv0l4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xXzWGvBv0l4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r4487kAp67g
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Unusually Large Payments During the Preference Period - Can They Be In the Ordinary Course? 

 

Supplying the Products After Receipt of the Alleged Preferential Transfers - Is it New Value? 

 

Payments Resulting From the Deals Deviating From the Normal Scope of Work - Are They 

Preferential? 

 

Are the Debts Resulting From Agreements Changing the Scope of Business in the Ordinary Course? 

 

Can a Payment Incurred Through Fraud Be In the Ordinary Course of Business? 

 

Transfers Made From Proceeds of Creditor's Collateral - Are They Preferential? 

 

What Are Preference Laws and Why They Should Be Amended? 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wi6kC4nVkqg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vjn3VX85UkU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGdU8FLkzKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGdU8FLkzKM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=80CvcexahqU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VarwMPrIfdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8lWqsDYbgmA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9QN4L27RmXk
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Our National Network of Bankruptcy Counsels 

 
Local Counsel Court 

Abdul Arif Esq. Kansas 

Brian O’Toole Southern TX 

David C. Farmer Hawaii 

Graig P. Corveleyn New Jersey 

G. Stephen Manning, Esq Eastern KY 

James Tobia Delaware 

J D Haas Minnesota 

John Allen Parvin Southern FL 

Jon Dwain McLaughlin Central Illinois 

Joseph Bishara, Esq. Southern Ohio 

Joshua N. Levy Eastern North Carolina 

Mark Gilbert, Esq. Southern Georgia 

Michael E. Baum Eastern Michigan 

Michael A. Fritz, Sr. Northern Alabama 

Robert L. O'Brien New Hampshire 

Ronald I. Chorches, Esq. Connecticut 

Ronald J. Drescher Maryland 

Ruth Stepherson Western Texas 

Ryan  D. Baxter Utah 

Rick Keating Eastern Louisiana 

Sam B. Franklin Western Wshington 

Scott Schiff Central California 

Spencer Lee Daniels Central Illinois 

Stephen D. Coffin Eastern Missouri 

Chasity Sharp Western Tennessee 

William Shane Nolen Northern Texas 

Carla Ferrari Puerto Rico 

Vivek Jayaram Northern Illinois 

William E. Maddox, Jr. Eastern Tennessee 

Roberta Arnone Southern New York 

Jonathan A. Hagn, P.C. Colorado 

Ira Abel Southern New York 

Barry Spitzer Northern California 

Michael White, Esq. Northern Illinois 

Sanford Scharf, Esq. Southern New York 

Timothy Nichols, Esq. Eastern Tennessee 

Todd Pinsky, Esq. Southern New York 

Lance Mark, Esq. Western New York 

Mary Farrington-Lorch Arizona 

Max C. Tuepker Western Oklahoma 

Devon Salts Southern NY 

Jeff Reich Southern NY 

Leonard R. Jordan, Jr. South Carolina 
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